


POINT allows you to connect the dots between your
members and the information they need to increase
engagement and securely grow your organization.
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Unleash and harvest
the knowledge of
your people team!

Secure and control who
sees what.
Easily organize and follow
important conversations
across topics, teams,
projects, and more!
Improve your engagement
and productivity to grow
your organization.

Better Communication
is the POINT.

Discover how POINT will
help your organization:



POINT allows you to connect the dots between easier between 
your information and the people who need to receive it! 

Synchronize
Streamline communications

with posts, polls, live-
streaming, and commenting.

Remote 
Easily connect with your

remote members and make
them feel close.

Notifications
Notification of outages, update

notices, and alerts are now
easy to follow.

Coordinate
Easily coordinate new member

onboarding, important
announcements, and updates.

Feedback
Collect feedback, announce
campaigns, promote new

programs.

Problem-Solve
Crowd-source problems, share

results, promote best-
practices.

Engagement
Get everyone on the same

page towards a shared vision
and mission.

Promote
Build excitement, share news,

engage your people in
promotion.

Discover Your POINT.



POINT’s permission based control provides you with secure access that gives
you peace of mind. Posts on POINT can only be viewed by Registered Users
that you have approved.

Specific Communications
Easily setup specific communication feeds, assign the
permissions, and enjoy the peace of mind from efficient and
controlled communications.

Control Who Sees What
Unlike email discussion threads, administrators have control
to delete and shutdown any posts or comments they deem
necessary.  Posts that are published can only be viewed by
Registered Users that you have approved.

Secure Messages
Messages delivered in the POINT message center remain only
within the POINT system and cannot be forwarded outside of
your organization.

Secure & Control
Communications

POINT lets your organization do the following:



Host a Live Event
Post Messages
Launch Photo Galleries

Join Conversations
Manage Notifications
Share Videos

Notify Everyone
Announce Changes
Highlight Posts on Feeds

Measure Views
Target Messaging
Connect With Others

One-Time Giving
Recurring Giving
Sell Tickets



There's no fear of missing out on critical updates and messages with
POINT. POINT automatically sends notifications about conversations
happening that others may need or want to follow. It removes the black
hole of email chains and helps keep everyone in the know.

Harvest Knowledge
POINT brings people together and helps you better harvest
their collective knowledge to benefit your organization. 
 Discover answers to questions, reveal subject-matter
experts, identify trends, and do it all in real-time!

Productive
Conversations

Broadcast Corporately
Improve your communications. POINT provides an
organized network that allows members to dialogue, ask
questions, and seek clarity.

Unite Your Group
POINT unites.  Important information and real-time
feedback is now available to anyone within your network.

POINT lets you do the following:



Text Notifications
Desktop Alerts
Email Notices
Push Notifications

COVID Alerts
Changes to Plans
Breaking News
More!

How quickly are the right people informed
when an emergency is happening? 

POINT's proprietary notification
management system utilizes:

Use POINT to get everyone on the same
page for when:

Immediately notify everyone
across multiple devices in
mobile, web, desktop and email.

Instantly and easily setup a
channel to manage specific
situations and archive for
future reference and analysis.

Emergency Alerts



In today's world, getting information to your members and back
from them is a game-changer.

With POINT, it's easy to unite your people, identify trends,
collaborate, and increase engagement.

Remove Silos
No person should be an island unto themselves.  The only way
for someone to be notified of an email conversation is to be
copied. With POINT feeds, members subscribe to the channels
and are instantly notified on the information they need in the
way they prefer.

Improve Engagement

Improve Responsiveness
Real-time notifications and automated newsletters help to
improve responsiveness by keeping everyone updated on
important updates.  

Increase Collaboration
POINT welcomes and encourages members to
weigh-in on the conversations that matter. It's
collaborative discussions boards helps to reduce
emails, meetings, and confusion.

POINT lets you do the following:



See exactly who has read your notices and for
how long.
Ensure that everyone is properly notified of
important communications.
Provide simple ways for anyone to instantly
provide feedback.

POINT provides every member, at every level,
important insights to help achieve your overall
vision and mission.  

Our collaborative tools can help innovate
alternative solutions, better share information,
and increase engagement.

POINT is the game-changer you are seeking:

Grow Your Organization with
Intelligent Insights

Create  polls on important items
that pertain to your organization
and receive instant results.

Use volunteer tasks to team build
with community volunteering.

Schedule events easily and
provide attendees with a simple
way to RSVP.

See POINT activity including
exactly who has viewed the post,
likes, counts, comments and more!



Synchronize Communications
Synchronizing communications between your
initiatives is one of the key best practices to helping to
increase engagement and build momentum.

Trend Spotting
Spotting trends and patterns helps you understand
what is resonating and where to invest your energy
and efforts.

Real-Time Notifications
Nothing can replace the importance of ensuring that
the right person receives the right message, at the
exact right time.  Our real-time notifications make this
happen.

Bringing everyone together on the same page can have powerful and
meaningful impacts.

Get POINTED in the
Right Direction
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